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AWS provides proof of channel’s value

S

itting down with Amazon Web Services (AWS) recently and talking about the channel, the thought struck me that there really is
nowhere in the market that does not need to use the indirect model.
It was not that long ago that we were all told that the cloud was going to make the channel irrelevant and some pointed to the
likes of AWS as the ones that were going to pull the trigger. The message was that time was running out.
But here we are a few years later and not only is the channel thriving, but – guess what – AWS needs resellers if it is going to succeed
in acquiring a bigger footprint in the enterprise market. The same reasons why any vendor needs to work with partners also apply in the
public cloud world.
The key is that services have to be added. AWS has its marketplace full
of independent software vendor-contributed solutions, but a customer
endors across the market
that needs help in migrating and operating in a hybrid cloud environment
will want to work with a multi-skilled partner.
are looking to the channel to
Services make the channel not only relevant, but essential, and vendors
across the market are looking to the channel to come up with their own
come up with their own
“secret sauce” to add value.
secret sauce to add value
There is plenty of help on offer for those that want to develop their proposition and the emphasis is on building an offering for the customer that
goes well beyond just kit and maintenance.
That message is not a new one, but the fact that it is something that even AWS understands surely finally kills off any suggestion that
the channel is dying.
If you hear the largest public cloud player boasting of adding thousands of partners to its programmes in the past year, then this really
is a world where the indirect model is viable.
Yes, it is evolving – but the purpose the channel serves remains an essential one. n

V
‘

’

Simon Quicke, editor
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Fujitsu steps up support for MSP partners
Pilot programme presents managed service providers with opportunity to co-create solutions. Simon Quicke reports

F

ujitsu has launched a managed services pilot programme
that has been designed to deliver high levels of customised
support to channel partners.
The company is aiming to increase its involvement with those
partners that already describe themselves as managed service
providers (MSPs), as well as using the scheme to encourage
more channel partners to take its products out to market as part
of a services proposition.
The Managed Service Provider programme pilot will run for
a year and the UK scheme is being mirrored in some other
countries across Europe as the vendor continues to step up its
commitment to the channel.
Paul Mclean, director of channel sales at Fujitsu, said it continued to make investments in the channel and wanted to increase
the support for MSPs, having made some key hires to add to the
depth in its own team.
“We want to build a partner ecosystem, and in order for us to
do that it is a different way of operating [moving away from a
purely product focused approach to increase services],” he said.
The emphasis on collaboration and customisation is the main
highlight of the MSP programme, which promises partners the
chance to co-create solutions with the vendor.

Leigh Schvartz, head of cloud and managed service provider
offerings at Fujitsu UK & Ireland, said the channel was moving to
a service-based model and it saw co-creation as the key to success. “We are supporting partners with individual service and

“We are supporting
partners with
individual service and
support offerings”
Leigh Schvartz,
Fujitsu UK & Ireland
support offerings,” he said, adding that the pilot was designed to
make sure the programme was fit for the long term.
Schvartz added that there were opportunities for partners in
helping customers manage applications and data, infrastructure
and next-generation solutions.
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With more users looking for help with digital transformation
projects, the vendor would also be helping MSPs by developing
products to help IT managers get a single view of their operations.
Fujitsu is looking at rolling out more products and services this
year that lend themselves to an MSP approach, and Mclean said
it was building on positive momentum from last year.
“In terms of profitable growth, it was fantastic in 2017 in the
enterprise space, and we will invest and improve the portfolio.

There was also growth in the storage business and we have seen
success with our all-flash offering,” he said.
The plan is to significantly grow the indirect share of the product business, with the aim of taking it from the current levels of
around 65% up to 90% in the next six quarters.
“We will continue to invest in the channel, with people and
funds, and we are seeing growth with all three of our distributors,”
said Mclean. n
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An emphasis on collaboration and customisation is the main highlight of Fujitsu’s
MSP programme, which promises partners the chance to co-create solutions with the vendor
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Technology purchases outside IT deliver
agility and innovation, but at what cost?
The growing influence of corporate buyers outside the IT department is having repercussions for those trying
to keep on top of software licences and oversee compliance across their organisations. Simon Quicke reports

R

esearch into the shift in buying power from the IT department to lines of business is stacking up, along with indications that the long-anticipated impact of millennials is
being felt in the technology purchasing process.
Adding to research from IDC and Spiceworks, and the comments of other vendors, comes an investigation into the market
from Snow Software, which has highlighted a growing divide
between the IT department and the rest of the business.
Given Snow Software’s position as a software asset management (SAM) specialist, there are clearly implications to business
units spinning up cloud apps and services.
The Snow research found that 24% of firms have at least half of
their tech spend going through business units and that there are
compliance implications associated with this.

IT losing control but gaining agility
According to the research, 90% of respondents reported that
audit preparation was becoming more time-consuming and

complex, while 83% were concerned that cloud spending could
get out of control without the visibility of what was being spent.
For a quarter of those quizzed, the feeling was that they were
already starting to lose control of costs, and 60% were worried
about the threat of non-compliance.
The flipside of the coin is the potential for lines of business to
help deliver improved agility and innovation, if they are working in
a controlled environment, and the opportunity to the IT department to focus on more strategic areas.

Nothing to fear
“There is no question that many CIOs are now grappling
with the divide between business and IT as purchasing patterns continue to shift – a divide we call the ‘disruption gap’.
However, CIOs needn’t fear this shift. This research illustrates that forward-thinking CIOs are adapting to become
a trusted advisor to the business,” said Axel Kling, CEO
of Snow Software. “Increasingly, the CIO is required not just
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to define and lead individual projects, but to provide the chief
financial officer and the executive team with an understanding
of technology budgeting, aggregation of spending plans across
the organisation, regardless of owner, and assurances that money
is being spent wisely,” Kling added. “These responsibilities are
impossible to deliver without insight into technology consumption. This requires mature processes and actionable analytics.”

Tipping the balance
IDC is forecasting that as soon as next year technology purchases funded by lines of business will overtake the spending

of IT departments. Digital transformation is driving the change,
with the analyst house expecting $1.67tn to be spent on technology this year, of which 50.5% will come from the IT budget and
49.5% through lines of business.
But line of business spending has been growing at a faster rate,
rising by 6.9% a year between 2016 and 2021, compared with a
3.3% rise in IT spending.
Looking at the impact of changing buying patterns in vertical markets, IDC has concluded that by 2021 only construction and telecommunications will see tech spending led by the
IT department. n
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Dell builds on
the incumbency
momentum
The flurry of announcements coming out of
the recent partner shindig in Las Vegas
have included indications, picked up
by Billy MacInnes, that the vendor
is building on past work it has
carried out with partners

I

n February last year, Dell EMC unveiled its “historic” – Dell
EMC’s word, not mine – unified partner programme. At the
time, the vendor claimed it had established an “extraordinary
new programme that addresses the needs of partners today and
into the future”.
Kevin Rhone, director of channel acceleration at Dell EMC
enterprise strategy group, argued it went “above and beyond
what we’ve seen previously in the industry in terms of partner
support and recognition. No doubt this will be highly lucrative to
partners and Dell EMC, and will enable further growth throughout
the industry”.
In addition to outlining plans to consolidate its list of distribution partners, Dell also announced plans to widen its line of
business (LOB) incumbency for storage to cover the infrastructure solutions group (ISG) portfolio, including server, networking, storage, backup, converged/hyper-converged and solutions
on qualifying accounts.
LOB was designed to protect the established storage relationships partners had with customers based on historical business performance, reduce direct conflict “and ensure alignment
between the Dell EMC sales team and the incumbent partners”.
Dell EMC claimed extending it to ISG would “protect the entire
datacentre solution and enable cross-selling of the full ISG portfolio. In addition, partners are provided the opportunity to earn
incumbency on new customers or new lines of business on existing customers across the ISG portfolio”.
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At the time, I noted that it sounded quite enlightened in terms
of trying to reduce the potential for conflict with the direct sales
team, but the caveat was it could lock out rival partners even if
they had an attractive proposition for customers.
How could Dell EMC enforce incumbency beyond a single
LOB? For example, if a LOB incumbent tried to make inroads into
other parts of the ISG portfolio, but there were already other
channel partners selling other ISG products into the customer,
how would Dell EMC decide which partner was best qualified
for the ISG incumbency?
At the time, the best response Dell EMC could provide was that
“operationalising” the ISG incumbency programme was “actively
being worked [on] with details to follow”. Not long after, Dell
added a similar programme for its client solutions, and furnished
further details on how they would work and the eligibility criteria
in May 2017.
Commenting on the incumbency scheme in June 2017, Pilar
Schenk, Dell EMC’s vice-president of global channel sales planning and operations, described it as “a game changer” that would
allow partners to “cross-sell across the entire datacentre solution”. Her colleague, Regina Connaughton, director of global deal
registration, added that registering a deal would protect future
deals “within this newly launched incumbency programme across
the full Dell EMC portfolio”.
Here we are just over 14 months later and Dell EMC has
announced a raft of channel initiatives and programmes at
its Global Partner Summit 2018 in Las Vegas. One of those
programmes is the Dell Technologies Advantage framework

which, in the vendor’s words, “will make it easier for channel
partners to work across the Dell Technologies family of
businesses with engagement, tools and incentives”.
According to Dell EMC president of global channel, OEM and
IoT, Joyce Mullen, this will make it more profitable for a partner to
sell products from Dell EMC’s different companies together than
separately.
This could encourage partners to widen their interest in the
Dell EMC portfolio and give them a broader reach into their customer base. To my eyes, this seems like a logical extension of the
incumbency programme to the entire Dell EMC product range. As
such, it appears to be a ringing endorsement of the success of the
incumbency scheme.
Anyway, the latest announcements included a raft of measures
and enhancements that are designed to demonstrate Dell EMC’s
commitment to its channel partners and their future growth. This
includes the Dell EMC Ready Stack programme, which simplifies
how partners can bundle, sell and build converged infrastructure
stack solutions based on Dell EMC technology; the introduction
of four new solutions competencies; an improved points-based
rewards scheme, known as MyRewards; an IT transformation
campaign; a proof of concept programme; and a demo scheme.
According to Mullen, “the products and programmes announced
at Dell Technologies World 2018 will enable our partners to
broaden their capabilities and to grow even faster”.
It’s a sign of how far Dell EMC has come in its ambitions to
become a channel-friendly company that such an objective no
longer needs to be described as “historic”. n
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Are resellers
ready for the race
to multi-cloud?
Multi-cloud is here to stay and could offer
resellers a chance to stand out from the
crowd if they can rise to the challenge,
writes Chris Roberts, partner and alliances
manager EMEA at Megaport

I

f anyone was in any doubt that multi-cloud was heading for
the mainstream, a recent study by 451 Research will have
quashed it. Of the 800 businesses across the globe that
responded to the latest Voice of the enterprise: Cloud, hosting and
managed services, budgets and outlook survey, 69% said they
planned to adopt a multi-cloud strategy by 2019. What’s more,
the cloud computing-as-a-service market is expected to double
to $53.3bn by 2021, according to 451’s Market Monitor. So it’s
no surprise that the number of vendors and technologies in the
space are growing rapidly.
The good news for businesses is that this presents the chance
to mix and match cloud services to maximise effectiveness, efficiency and costs. However, this may seem like a new and complex market, which means it can be a tough challenge for businesses navigating their way through it. And therein lies a major
opportunity for resellers: to help companies make sense of multicloud and secure the best solution for their needs. The question is
whether resellers themselves are up for the challenge.

The right mix
As a reseller, it’s vital to offer the best possible service to the
user. From a multi-cloud perspective, that means delivering vendor diversity to help companies reduce risk, save costs and maximise performance.
The right mix of suppliers, for example, can ensure that critical
systems are running 100% of the time and reduce the risk of a
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business being hit by either a breakdown in a vendor relationship or a company going under.
Furthermore, while the hyperscalers do have similar base service offerings, they have also developed unique capabilities and
services that solve very specific problems. Plus, despite these
vendors taking a big piece of the multi-cloud pie, there are a grow-

Multi-cloud presents resellers
with a clear opportunity to
differentiate themselves in a
crowded channel market
ing number of rising stars now adding to the mix. This makes it
critical for users to understand the strengths and weaknesses of
each player and the most appropriate applications.
Broadening the spread of vendors also makes good commercial
sense as it will help to increase competition in the marketplace,
driving down prices while pushing up quality and choice.

Adjust your approach
Multi-cloud presents resellers with a clear opportunity to differentiate themselves in a crowded channel market if they are
prepared to adjust their approach where necessary, as outlined
in the box (right), and build key partner relationships.

Five ways resellers can help
businesses to be vendor diverse

1

Provide key knowledge and be authoritative: This
means staying up to date with accreditations and taking
advantage of training courses and education sessions.

2

Be neutral: Give clients what they need, not what you
want to sell them. This demands being vendor agnostic,
understanding the client requirements, working with relevant
partners and being open about the pros and cons.

3

Understand the market: Dedicate time and effort to
getting to know the commercial landscape thoroughly,
so you can deliver the optimum vendor mix.

4

Offer a single point of contact: Simplify and personalise
the client relationship by designating a single member
of the team to oversee everything from billing to vendor
management, who can also translate any industry jargon
into plain English.

5

Simplify the process: Work with the right partners
and utilise best-of-breed tools to make the discovery,
planning, sourcing, and execution involved with implementing
cloud strategies simple.
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Legacy resellers continue to struggle, partly because of the
pace of change, but also due to continued demand from management and investors to chase perpetual licensing and infrastructure business. But to make the most of the multi-cloud
future, it’s critical for resellers to be transparent and neutral, and
not to bow to the pressure to optimise margins and push certain
suppliers or partners.
It will also be important to manage partnerships carefully and
effectively with multiple cloud service providers, which will be a
big challenge. This is where a partner with existing cross-vendor
relationships and products that run across multiple cloud offerings can prove invaluable.
Finally, resellers should strongly consider specialisation by
searching out a key multi-cloud niche vertical market to make
their own. Rather than simply claiming to be a “cloud specialist” like the majority of other resellers, make it easy for the end
client to differentiate you from the crowd that offer “vanilla”
services which are simply resold or provided wholesale. If you
have a vertical focus, look at building out a proposition specific
to that market.
Once you’ve identified your niche, compile strong relevant case
studies to show your expertise and put together a marketing
strategy, incorporating your vendors and partners where you can
to strengthen your offer and add value to your relationship.
Making the most of multi-cloud will not be without its challenges to resellers, but if you can meet the growing demands of
business for vendor diversity and find the right niche, the longterm rewards will be well worth the effort. n

Resellers have an opportunity to help companies make sense
of multi-cloud and secure the best solution for their needs
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business easier

At Dell’s Global Partner summit, the vendor responded to requests to
simplify how it does business. Christine Horton reports

A

t Dell EMC’s recent Global Partner Summit event
in Las Vegas, the company emphasised its ambition to make life easier for its resellers, encouraging
them to sell more of its wide portfolio of products.
The vendor has embraced the channel over recent years and
now gets $43bn revenues globally from partners – and has set
its sights on raising that figure to $50bn.
The firm has vowed to simplify how it does business with the
channel, promising to make improving life for its partners one
of its main goals for 2018.

Simplifying business

Speaking at the partner event, Dell’s channel chief, Joyce
Mullen, said: “We must make it easier for [our partners] to do
more business with us. If we do nothing else, we must get this
right. It is my number one priority.”
Partners have complained that cross-selling across Dell’s
extensive portfolio of technologies is too complex. As a result,
Mullen announced the Dell Technologies Advantage framework, which has been designed to make it easier for channel
partners to sell across its different businesses and improve the
speed with which it provides quotes and pays rebates.
“Dell is finding a way to leverage the portfolio in as seamless a way as possible,” said Marius Haas, president and chief
commercial officer of Dell EMC, adding that part of the current
complexity was caused in part by a greater-than-anticipated
influx of net new VMware customers through Dell.
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He said the vendor was looking to create a
account team are looking for one throat to choke,
❯Dell EMC rolls out a series
capability where partners could get a simpler
and today there isn’t one.”
of
digital
transformation
way of engaging the full portfolio under a sinHowever, Miller said WWT was “bullish” about
certifications to help IT
gle contract. “It’s a little tricky when you’ve got
its
partnership. “Dell is a great company to work
professionals navigate cloud
a separate, publicly traded entity like VMware,”
with, and what Joyce Mullen is doing is very
and security problems.
said Haas, but added that it was possible to
exciting. We’ve got a lot of work ahead of us to
“create an umbrella structure or framework
help it streamline efficiencies that make it easier
where the ease of doing business with all of Dell
for us and our customers,” he added.
Technologies is top of mind”.
Elsewhere, Mullen promised that by the end of the year, partDriving storage business
ners would see a deal registration process that was faster and
Dell continues to encourage its reseller base to sell across its
more accurate.
portfolio and is releasing more programmes and rebates to help
She said Dell was looking at a four-hour turnaround on deal
partners drive new business around storage.
registration responses, and 48 hours for storage, “making sure
Scott Millard, vice-president of global channels specialty
it’s right the first time, at least 95% of the time”.
sales for Dell EMC, said the firm got off to a slow start in
In addition, she vowed that the firm would get partners price
2017, but finished the year with “tremendous momentum” around
quotes faster, with 80% of partners’ pricing requests back
storage. He told partners attending the partner summit that withwithin four hours.
out yet seeing Dell’s first quarter results, he expected the vendor
Scott Miller, senior director of strategic partnerships at Dell
to gain storage market share, thanking partners for the growth in
Titanium Black partner, World Wide Technology (WWT), said
the “predominantly indirect” business.
while the Dell Technologies portfolio had been “positioned
Millard said Dell had made improvements in sales engagement
broadly as this great market opportunity, tactically there’s a lot
and enablement in response to partner feedback, adding: “The
of work to do in the field”, noting there were still multiple sales
channel had been very clear with us that we needed to be easier
teams across all Dell’s businesses.
to do business with.”
“Dell as a brand is powerful, but it’s very hard for customers to
Millard unveiled a demo programme that sees partners
buy,” he told MicroScope.
using its market development fund (MDF) to purchase any of
“I don’t want to say it’s broken, but it’s awkward, clumsy. It
Dell’s storage line – such as converged infrastructure, hyperseems like there’s a lack of efficiency. Our customers and our
converged infrastructure and data protection – and, according
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to Millard, Dell’s deepest hardware discounts ever, with
would enable partners to build converged stacks using Dell’s
no-cost software support.
infrastructure portfolio, which includes storage, PowerEdge serv“For the first time ever, we have a competitive and consistent
ers, data protection and optional open networking, alongside supdemo programme across the Dell portfolio,” he said.
port for multiple hypervisors, bare metal and containers.
Partners asked Dell to reduce the cost and complexity of partnerThe programme is designed to help partners target customled proof of concepts (POCs), and the vendor has responded
ers looking to build out their IT environment as an alternative
with a programme that it says streamlines the approval process
to buying Dell EMC’s converged infrastructure (CI) and hyperand enables Titanium partners to independently lead POCs at
converged infrastructure (HCI) solutions.
user locations with no-cost hardware, software, pro-support and
Describing it as a $6bn market opportunity, Jeff Clarke, viceshipping.
chairman of products and operaMillard added that, for the first
tions at Dell, said the firm wanted
e
want
to
make
it
worth
your
time, Dell would proactively proto help partners bundle their profesvide partners with assets for tech
sional services around the technolwhile to get into this market
refresh, including a 2% rebate for all
ogy. “We want to make it worth your
J
eff
C
larke
,
D
ell
EMC
mid-range tech refresh deals.
while to get into this market,” he
According to Millard, storage
added. “It is something new for us.”
rebates were up 70% in 2017, with Dell paying out $157m in
Partners will receive incentives for selling the Dell EMC portfolio
rebates. But, he said, outgrowing the market isn’t enough. “We
and can sell their own incremental services, including deployment
want to outpace the market by at least two times,” he added.
services as an accredited Dell EMC partner.
To show how serious Dell is about taking market share, Millard
Dell said it would share a growing library of Dell EMC-based
announced Dell was extending its 8% business rebate to any
converged content, including best practice design and deploycompetitive swap.
ment guides to help partners lower risk and simplify deployments
for customers. Dell EMC Ready Stack is available now to the
Converged infrastructure programme
channel through the Dell EMC Partner Portal.
Dell EMC also unveiled a fresh channel programme designed to
The vendor’s previous efforts to use incentives to guide chanmake it simpler for partners to bundle, sell and build converged
nel behaviour have appeared to work, with the firm using similar
infrastructure stack solutions built on its datacentre technologies.
methods to increase the reseller interest in its storage towards
The vendor stated that the Dell EMC Ready Stack programme
the end of 2017 and into 2018. n
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Click with video marketing
Paul Clapham outlines the benefits of using video to
capture customers’ attention in the digital age

EM
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he most effective online marketing demands moving pictures – that is, video. If your website doesn’t
feature it, but your competitors’ do, then you’re at a
severe disadvantage.
That’s entirely unfair, of course, because it means the customer
is making an ill-informed judgement. But customers make decisions based on the wow factor all the time. That is not unreasonable. Customers want a supplier that is as modern as tomorrow,
clever and funky like them, so the quality of a marketing message’s delivery is very important.
At this point, you might be thinking, “There is no way can I
afford video.” First, you are probably wrong – the cost of video
is falling all the time. Second, if your website and email are key
new business generators, can you afford not to invest in video?
The simple truth is that people who look for suppliers online
don’t just like to see video footage, they increasingly expect it.
YouTube in particular, but not exclusively, is about video communication. YouTube gets one billion unique viewers each month
(just behind Facebook). We see the world in 3D, full colour and
with motion – marketing messages that lack any of those are
weaker than those that include all three.
An important strength of video is that it can be personal. As
well as selling your business’s strengths, you can sell your own
strengths. It’s an aged cliché that people buy from people, but
it is as true as it ever was, so feature yourself and your staff in
video footage.
In Britain, this tends to be looked at rather askance – it’s that
showing off, look-at-me attitude that many of us despise. But
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when you’re making a video to promote your busibut getting people to participate in a trial is often
❯Use this four-step approach
ness, it’s no time to come over all shy. You can
tough and expensive, as anyone in the motor
to
create
a
digital
marketing
even use that personal factor in the video: say that
industry would tell you.
plan that will help your business
you don’t like showing off, but you can’t produce
A video demo that can reach a high proporgrow its online presence and
effective video footage without blowing your own
tion of prospective customers is a bargain, espeattract new customers.
trumpet a bit, sorry about that.
cially as those newly engaged customers can now
Video can boost your rankings on search
decide to have a hands-on demonstration.
engines. It also grabs more of the prospective
We are all told to sell benefits, not features. But
customer’s time and interest. Those two factors alone make a
now that we can sell those features much more easily, should benpowerful argument for having video as part of your marketing.
efits come second? After all, if customers desperately want the
features once shown them, they either underThe power of video
stand the inherent benefits immeFor a lot of people, online video means YouTube. The platdiately or they don’t care. In either
form claims to have more than one billion users,
case, every sales trainer would say,
which is around 30% of everyone on the
”Close that sale on the spot.”
internet. But online video isn’t just about
Video is not just about YouTube. It is
audience numbers, it’s about the power of
also regularly featured in Facebook and
this medium: it gets the message home.
Instagram feeds, although it works betYouTube is no longer the unique preserve
ter on YouTube.
of cutesy pets being adorable and getting in
the way of the serious playSharing expertise
PURESOLUTION/ADOBE
ers. Instead, it’s a potent busiA fine way to apply video is to explain
ness media you can vary, update and personalise.
how to do something. There are some conBut first, consider the power of video in general. It is said a
descending examples of this on the web that
picture paints a thousand words. A more recent version of that
would insult anyone’s intelligence, but done right it can feature
says one minute of video paints 1.8 million words. .
product use and create that great reaction, “I want one of those”.
Also consider the selling power of a video demonstration.
Could you turn your website into the go-to place for a range of
Product trial is a potent marketing tool in many business sectors,
your skills? That might apply even more to your expertise. You
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can introduce customers to that expertise: “These are some of
the problems we solve every day and there are dozens more.”
In the IT world, there are a range of opportunities to apply this
principle. A vast proportion of people using computers at work
or at home have only a rudimentary idea of what to do
when the beast goes belly up.
By contrast with America, we
use testimonials very little
in Britain – it’s more of
that
not-showing-off
attitude. Perhaps video
is a way to overcome
that barrier. Interview
customers and put
them on your website.
People will act coy,
but in reality most will be
pleased to be filmed and
featured on your website.
Video makes it personal
in a way that still photos
and copy cannot remotely match. Introduce your staff – again,
they’re inclined to be coy, but you know them well.
Let them talk about their enthusiasms: the girl who travels
thousands of miles to watch Arsenal FC; the water-colourist
who makes a handy second income from her paintings; the
carp fisherman (”It’s not a hobby, it’s an obsession“). This will
bring your website, indeed your business, to life. Some of your

customers will share those enthusiasms, which makes it easier
to sell to them.
Share your expertise by making what is, in essence, a TV programme about your business sector, with you as the presenter.
If you or a staff member has the enthusiasm to do this regularly, your website could become the go-to site for
industry information, which could get you featured in newspapers and trade magazines.
Aim to do this totally
in-house because buying
the service in can be very
expensive. It’s possible
that a staff member owns
a video camera and has
PURESOLUTION/ADOBE
studied media studies, so
you have ready-made
expertise. You will also
probably want to use
the relevant software
that is already on your
computer, such as Windows
Movie Maker or the Apple
equivalent, iMovie. Alternatively, Animoto comes well recommended: it is easy to use and produces a highly professional look.
If you don’t already have this software loaded on your machine,
it’s free to download in both cases. A cost I would recommend
swallowing, however, is training at a local college. It’s an investment in the business and you will probably enjoy it. n
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What do you do for a living?

I’m the global director of partner management for Ensono’s
hyperscale cloud practice.

Michelle
Roberts,
Ensono
MicroScope puts its
questions to Michelle
Roberts, global director
of partner management
at Ensono

Why are you the right person for the job?

The role is about building a network, adapting propositions
accordingly and speaking in the partner’s language. My previous roles in sales allow me to empathise with our partners’
sales teams, understand what they are missing from their current partner ecosystem and create a joint value proposition that
makes sense for their individual business.

What gets you up in the morning?

The new markets, opportunities and partnership opportunities
we have is why I get up in the morning – and my four-year-old
child. Otherwise, it is the challenge of solving new problems
with innovation, building a relationship with our partners and
seeing the trust between our organisations grow. The most
pleasing thing is hearing that our associates are meeting with
our partners’ associates and knowing that they are serving
customers together.

Who helped you get to where you are today?

There has been one key person in each organisation that has
inspired or supported me. At Ensono, it’s my line manager, and
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his belief in me inspires me. Previously owning a business has
given me the ability to work strategically with the management
team, but also means that I’m not afraid to get my hands dirty. I
am constantly challenged and pushed to greater achievements
in my current role.

What is the best or worst business advice
you have received and from whom?

Is it possible to get through an industry conversation
without mentioning ‘digital transformation’?

It’s important that, when speaking to customers, we address
their outcome first, rather than talking buzzwords, such as digital transformation. Starting from the business objectives usually means the conversation remains relatively buzzword free.

What does the next five years hold for the channel?

Someone once told me: “You will only get a little bit better at the
In this market, even more consolidation. As businesses
things you’re not good at, but you
take advantage of technolcan be much better at the things
ogy and use it correctly, they
you are good at.” I understood this
will invariably start looking at
uild a solid professional
to mean that while you should push
what else it can do. More comnetwork
of
people
who
can
yourself to improve your weakpanies are approaching us to
nesses, you should also develop
help them manage their most
coach and mentor you and
your strengths.
business-critical workloads on
public cloud while they conwho will tell you what you
What advice would you
tinue to focus on innovation.
are doing wrong
give to someone starting
Organisations will deepen their
out today in IT?
use of existing technology with
Michelle Roberts, Ensono
The most important advice I’d
strategic partners, rather than
give is to work on building relausing multiple sources.
tionships. Build a solid professional network of people who
can coach and mentor you – and who will tell you what you
What goal do you have to
are doing wrong. Make use of professional platforms such as
achieve before you die and why?
LinkedIn, attend industry events and read the relevant IT pubMentoring is something that I am passionate about, and I
lications. Understand the biggest IT trends so that you can talk
would like to help people overcome the challenges in their
confidently about what’s happening in the industry.
life. In particular, I would love to support single parents back
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Daring Greatly by Brené Brown. It
builds on embracing vulnerability and
gaining strength by exploring the
ability to be your true self in life, love
and work.

And the worst film
you’ve ever seen?

Sin City. I love Bruce Willis, but this really
didn’t do it for me. Having said that, I
turned it off after 15 minutes, so I’m not
sure where it ended up.

What would be your
Desert Island MP3s?

This crazy country song called
Harper Valley PTA that
reminds me of my three

What temptation can
you not resist?
A glass of champagne.

BE

Are resellers ready for
the race to multi-cloud?

What is the best book
you’ve ever read?

O
/AD
AEV
AND

Dell builds on the
incumbency momentum

best friends. It’s our party piece with our
air banjos and terrible Texan accents; the
soundtrack from the movie Peter’s Friends
– it’s got a bit of everything; and Cardi B’s
latest single, Finesse, which reminds me
of the 1990s.
KAR

Technology purchases
outside IT deliver
agility and innovation,
but at what cost?

into work, having been one myself, mapping out how
they can develop their life skills in the workplace and coaching them back into it. Work
is now becoming more flexible, and this
opportunity should be harnessed to return
to the working sphere and begin building
a career.

What was your first car and

how does it compare with
what you drive now?
A Beige Ford Fiesta. I like my comforts
when on the road, so I much prefer my
fully loaded Volvo XC90.

“The temptation
I can’t resist is a

glass of champagne”
Michelle Roberts, Ensono

Who would you least like to be
stuck in a lift with? Why,
what did they do?

Katie Hopkins. I cannot understand
how – at a time when women are
still struggling for equality, acceptance and need to stand
together – her need for
validation and publicity drives her to make such
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controversial comments on things that are so crucial for our
gender to overcome.

heroes I learned about, with her grit, determination, loyalty
and bravery.

If you could be any animal for a
day, what would you be and why?

Tell us something most people do not know about you

A bird, for the independence to go to places I’ve never been
to before, and just sit and watch the world fly by.

If you were facing awesome peril and impossible
odds, which real or fictional person would
you most want on your side and why?

There are many real-life heroes that I admire, but the one
that comes to mind is Joan of Arc, one of the first female

I’m an Olympic weightlifter and into CrossFit, and will often
have a lifting session after a hard day’s work to wind down.

And finally, a grizzly bear and a silverback gorilla
are getting ready for a no-holds-barred rumble.
Who is your money on and why?

A gorilla. They seem more refined, and a gorilla would
be more skilful and thoughtful in a fight, rather than
just going hell for leather like a grizzly bear. n
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to places I’ve never been to before”
Michelle Roberts, Ensono
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Offering ‘phishing as a service’, the channel
can take on the mantle of white knight
Eyal Benishti, CEO and founder, Ironscales
In the first few weeks of 2018, we saw a hospital in Greenfield
[Indiana, US] held to ransom after an employee was believed to
have detonated malware sent via a phishing message. Netflix’s
brand continues to be spoofed in ongoing phishing campaigns,
and even the Winter Olympics was used as phishing bait. All the
issues of 2017 have followed us into 2018.
Phishing continues to be a menace that organisations are struggling to deflect and they are looking for a knight in shining armour
who will ride in and fight off the scammers. The problem is that
far too many knights are wielding technology designed 30 years
ago, rather than harnessing the power of today’s solutions.
The issue is that most technologies focus on the gateway, utilising content filtering and signatures. Their failure is evident as,
every day, these solutions allow malicious emails to slip past to
land in employees’ inboxes.

Recognising that phishing messages will evade detection, many
focus on computer-based training to raise awareness among
employees. However, no one is perfect 100% of the time. It only
takes a few unaware or preoccupied employees to download or
click on a malicious email link or attachment to inadvertently give
attackers access to sensitive corporate networks and data.
Even if a trained employee identifies a phishing attempt and
flags it, the report often has to wait for a member of the security
operations centre (SOC) team – assuming that they have an SOC
team – to investigate, and this could take hours, days and, in some
cases, weeks.
Offering a multidimensional approach – “phishing as a service”,
if you like – capable of handling both on-premise and/or cloud
(Office 365 and G Suite), there is an opportunity for channel partners to take on the persona of “white knight”, covering prevention,
detection and response before and after phishing emails land in
the inbox, wherever it may be (desktops, laptops, tablets, mobiles,
and so on), in an automated way.

❯Send your letters and comments to squicke@techtarget.com
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Computer-based training is an important element, but so is moving phishing detection down the stack to the mailbox level, where
there is currently a lack of focus, capable of detecting anomalies
on an individual and company level. This service should encapsulate computing advances afforded by machine learning, that can
be complemented and/or verified by humans to provide the best
of all worlds.
Technology today is capable of studying normal behaviour to
identify anything that deviates from this baseline. When used for
phishing detection and remediation, historic user behaviour can
be traced to determine what constitutes “normal”.
From this position, all email traffic can be monitored and, when
a suspicious message arrives, it can be visually flagged, with
employees afforded the ability to alert the system to any they
deem to be malicious.
In tandem with this, the process should be streamlined from
report to enterprise-wide remediation, with automated forensics

that can investigate and cluster bad messages, whether identified
or reported, and automatically remove them from employees’
inboxes in seconds, with little or no help from security teams.
Each time a malicious event is detected, it should be remembered, so that the same type of scam can never infiltrate any other
computer within the network again.
Based on the time-sensitivity and complexity of email phishing,
the combination of security awareness training with advanced
technology, which can embrace the organisation’s appetite for
cloud adoption and flexible working practices, is the only way to
implement meaningful change capable of delivering phishing protection, enhanced decision-making and immediate remediation.
Harnessing the power of human intelligence and machine
learning can create a multi-layered and holistic approach to mitigate phishing attacks that enables channel partners to not only
assume the role of “white knight”, but to wield the power to slay
the phishing dragon. n
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